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MY RIVER FISHING Q&A

A few weeks ago I told you how my 
two designs of Speci Waggler came 
about when I lived by the River 
Severn at Bewdley. 

This week I’m going to let you in on 
two new designs in my float family 
that have the same degree of 
buoyancy, but are much longer in the 
body and better for deeper water. 

My short, stubby Speci Waggler 
floats are perfect for depths from 3ft 
to 6ft. But there are situations where a 
longer float is needed – for example, 
in swims over 6ft and/or with 
downstream winds – then my new 
tapered wagglers are the ones to use. 

I’ve called them Truncheons, for 
obvious reasons, but they’re not just 
river floats. They also work really well 
on stillwaters, particularly in windy 
conditions, when their length helps 
stabilise the hookbait even when it’s 
fished well off the bottom. 

I began work on these new designs 
last year and my two priorities were 
to retain the buoyancy of the original 
Speci Wagglers, but with more length. 
The only way to do it was either to 
produce floats which would take far 
too much shot for the distance I 
wanted to use them at, or to take 
some of the material away by tapering 
the floats down to a sensible, but not 
weak, diameter at 
the base. 

I made several 
samples with 
different tapers 
before I arrived at 
what I thought was 
the perfect length for 
the two ranges, then 
tried them on a few 
different venues which 
included the Upper Trent, the 
Severn and the Wye. 

They worked like a dream, and 

I now had floats with the buoyant 
qualities of my shorter Speci Wagglers, 
but suitable for much deeper water. 

SHOTTING
As in all my waggler fishing, most of 
the shot loading is used to lock the 
float on to the line. On the No.1 
Truncheon, I space out No6 shots for 
every 2ft of depth so a 6ft deep swim 
would be tackled with three No6s. 
The bottom one is spaced 10 inches 
above the hook and the other two 
equally spaced between the bottom 
shot and the float. For fast-flowing 
water I use the thicker No.2 
Truncheon with No4 shot down the 
line in the same way. 

Casting the new floats can be done 
overhead in the normal way, but I’ve 
also found that the floats fly 
accurately by casting them from the 
side, stick float-style. This way of 
casting is useful for other wagglers, 
especially when you’ve got a high 
bank or foliage right behind you. 

CONTROL
To get the very best from the two new 
patterns in river situations it is 
advisable to coat your line with plenty 
of floating line spray before you start. 
Then apply a liberal smearing of 
Mucilin line grease for three or four 
metres back from the float. Don’t just 
rub it on thinly, daub it on so you can 
see little areas of thick white grease 
on the line. 

I’d recommend mainlines from 4lb 
to 6lb. Always cast downstream so 
you get good control from the start of 

the run through. With 

grease thickly applied you will then 
discover how easy it is to control your 
line with a simple flick back. In my 
coaching sessions this is an area that I 
always spend a lot of time explaining. 
It’s really necessary, though, and I 
would rather have areas of two or 
three yards with perfect control – 
followed by a mend of the line – and 
then another two or three yards of 
good presentation, than a run 
through the whole swim with the line 
pulling the float off course, however 
slightly. This part of bait presentation 
is as important as feeding the swim –
the two go hand in hand. 

BAITS
As you can see from the pictures, my 
new floats aren’t intended for use 
where delicate presentation with 
small baits is required. The No.1 
Truncheon is perfectly matched to 
double maggot or caster on rivers, and 
pellets or meat on stillwaters, while 
the No.2 is for bunches of maggots or 
big baits like pellets or bread.    

STILLWATERS
Although my new Truncheons were 
originally designed to be used on 
rivers, I’ve since found them to be 
equally effective on stillwaters.  
I’ve used them with pellet and meat at 
places like Docklow Pools when there 
has been a skim on the water, and  
I’ve caught at full depth and off  
the bottom. 

Unlike traditional pellet wagglers, 
these longer, tapered floats offer 
much more stability and help to 
counter surface skim.
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These 
floats 

are designed 
for big baits 
and big fish.

Another question this week comes from Andy Stevens and concerns the feeder leads I wrote about 
recently and where they can be purchased. 

Dave says: “Anchor Tackle is the manufacturer, so you should be able to get them from any shop 
which stocks that company’s products. If you can’t find one near you, check out the dealer list on the 
website www.anchortackle.co.uk  

Ryan Phillips, from Norwich, in Norfolk asks: When the tide turns on a big tidal river, what’s the 
best way to feed? Should I fill it in with bait when the water is slack, or wait for the flow to pick up 
again? It’s just that I don’t seem to catch anything for that hour when the change is happening?

Dave says: There is always a lull when a tide is turning. Although I don’t get to fish many tidal rivers 
living where I do, those that I have fished have responded better to a build-up of feed when the river 
is flowing towards the sea. The first few hours of a river running in the right direction always seem to 
be the best, so try to coincide trips with rivers which are peaking early in the day in order to get the 
best returns. 

Albert Brunswick, from Tilgate, in Surrey asks: The river I fish is quite shallow and slow-flowing, 
almost like a canal, and is full of skimmers and hybrids. It also has a lot of boat traffic that churns up 
the bottom. How should I feed when the boats have passed? Should I loosefeed or use groundbait?

Dave says: If you are using a pole I would suggest you feed on a little-and-often basis by 
introducing feed in groundbait after every boat. This will ensure the feed is bang on the right spot 
every time. If it’s a big river, use a feeder to introduce the feed, and if you’re using running-line float 
tactics throw or catapult a ball on every cast as long as you’re getting bites. Always feed to 
response, and if you’re getting a bite most casts it means you can keep it going in. Big waits 
between bites usually means you should feed less.
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Dave Harrell is recognised as one of the 
county’s best-ever river anglers and has 

devoted his life to learning different skills on 
running water. He has fished for England at World 
and European level and now owns his own tackle 
company, Dave Harrell Angling. 
One-to-one or small group coaching days are also 
available between June and March. For more 
details about these you can email Dave at  
info@daveharrellangling.com and for details of 
the DH Angling product range, including Dave’s  
new Truncheon wagglers, go to  
 www.daveharrellangling.com

l No1 (2AAA) 3ft-4ft
l No1  (3AAA) 4ft-5ft
l No1  (4AAA) 5ft-6ft
l No1 (5AAA) 6ft-8ft
l No2 (2SSG) 3ft-5ft
l No2 (3SSG) 5ft-7ft
l No2 (4SSG) 7ft-9ft
l No2 (5SSG) 10ft-12ft
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A battling river 
barbel feels the 

Truncheon effect.

By undershotting a 
big No2 Truncheon, 

Dave landed several 
barbel like this.

Do you have a question for our resident river expert?  
If so, just write it  down and email it to info@daveharrellangling.com

This week’s questions included one from  
Mike Jones about plumbing the depth in a 
fast flow and how to go about it if you 
haven’t got the heavy plummets I use. 

Dave says: “Well, first of all, I would 
recommend you to get hold of the Nisa 
plummets because they are the best, in my 
opinion. If you can’t get hold of them for 
whatever reason just tie a 2oz bomb to the 
line with a buoyant float and  
plumb-up with that.” Batter BarBel on 

a truncheon float
Dan Runnacles, from Ipswich, Suffolk asks: 
I’ve read about catching tench close in on 
slow-flowing rivers like the Warks Avon. My 
local River Gipping holds lots of fish, and 
what I want to know is where in the peg 
should I fish? Will the tench be in the shallow 
water a couple of rodlengths out, or in the 
deeper water further out?

Dave says: In my experience, and I’ve caught 
a lot of tench on the Avon, the best place to 
target them is down the first ledge. What I do 
is set up rigs to fish at six or seven metres (or 
sometimes further away if there is weed cover) down the peg. Plumb-up carefully to find the 
bottom of the first shelf and fish there with a rig set a float-length overdepth. Chopped worm and 
caster takes some beating as feed and hookbait, and this can be delivered loose by hand if the 
river is steady. If there is flow, use groundbait or a bait dropper to introduce the feed.

Ken Jackson, from Stourbridge, in Worcestershire asks: 
I’m getting loads of missed bites when fishing the feeder 
for skimmers, with the bait always being chewed to 
bits – but I’m not seeing them on the tip. Often I 
get a little knock and that’s it. Is my rig wrong? 
I’m fishing with a 1.5ft tail and worm on 
the hook.

Dave says: Experimenting with 
the hooklength tail and also how 
you fish the feeder is the key here. Make 
sure the feeder holds bottom directly in front of you and 
then use a push-in tip of either glass or carbon which will register drop 
back bites.  Small bits of worm or even red maggots might work better than whole worms if the 
fish are small.
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